Shiz, Inc. and Evolve.Forward.Media presents…

DO WHAT YOU LOVE, ALWAYS AND NEVER QUIT.

Shiz, Inc. FIRST Annual Red Carpet Event
LOCATION: Evo Entertainment, 3200 Kyle Crossing, Kyle TX 78640
DATE: Saturday, February 25, 2017
TIME: 10:30 a.m. – 1:30 p.m.

Please send your videos and photos to info@shiz.tv

Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/shizannualredcarpet/
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/shizannualredcarpetevent/
Website: http://www.sarce.xyz/

Cute fact: Sarcé is a commune in the Sarthe department in the region of Pays-de-la-Loire, north-western France.

Get ready to be moved, inspired, impressed, amazed, and blown away.
Trapped in the LightSwitch Teaser Trailer for a feature film (horror drama). ¹
Starring Brian Elder, Joy Lin, and Raylene Gill.
Written by Bobbie Jarvis.
Directed by Kerry-Ann Z. Frazier.
Presented in DCP 4K and 5.1 Surround Sound.
http://www.trappedinthelightswitch.com/

VETERAN Teaser Trailer for a feature film (drama). ¹
Starring L. Rene'e "Tootie" Hall.
Written by Serenity Alyanna Edward.
Directed by Kerry-Ann Z. Frazier.
PTSD of ex-military living in the streets of Killeen TX.
Presented in DCP 4K and 5.1 Surround Sound.
http://www.veteranfilm.com/

Death and Compromise Trailer – Elder Films productions. Death and Compromise is a western about two fictional outlaw characters, Luke Young and Lenvuel Sinclair and their journey through some factual events based around the time of the 1850’s settlement in Texas. ²
Presented in DCP 2K and 2.1 Surround Sound.
https://www.facebook.com/deathandcompromise

FORWARD Scenes. Sci-fi drama web series that explores human evolution as a physiological inevitability. Both guided and thwarted by two warring alien races, as well as by a government intent on stopping the evolution, a group of humans fight to lead humanity towards the future of the possible. ¹
Starring Ammie Leonards, Henry Smith III, Paul Roberts, Christopher Winbush, and Benjamin Scott.
Written by Serenity Alyanna Edward.
Directed by Danyelle Cavaness-Weatherford.
Presented in DCP 2K and 5.1 Surround Sound.
https://www.evolveforward.net/

Scar – Two people discover that scars comes in many forms. (*13+) ¹
Starring Joy Lin and Brian Bogart.
Written by Joy Lin.
Directed by Kerry-Ann Z. Frazier.
Presented in DCP 2K and 5.1 Surround Sound.
https://shiz.tv/scar

Bet You I Die – Isn’t life insurance just an annual game of… A writer lists her boyfriend as her beneficiary for her life insurance out of love, but when he loses a big bet, things take an interesting turn. (*13+) ²
Starring Joy Lin and Brian Bogart.
Written and Produced by Joy Lin.
Presented in DCP 2K and 2.1 Stereo Sound.
6 minute intermission.

Weathering the Storms – A man struggles with his faith in God when faced with a family crisis. ¹²
Starring Trent Jolie and Christopher Winbush.
Written, Directed, and Produced by Emma Rose Gill.
Presented in DCP 4K and 2.1 Stereo Sound.

The Fying Book – Two students fight after one book in the library. Shot on Super 8 film, circa 1993. Also featuring music by Too Sweeet (Dalonte Smith). This is Antonio Twizzle Edward’s first short film. ¹
Starring Jules Christian and Dalonte Smith.
Directed by Antonio Twizzle Edward.
Presented in DCP 2K and 2.1 Stereo Sound.
https://shiz.tv/theflyingbook/

STOP – A couple picks up a hitchhiker to discover that doing the right thing is always good, even if it is unknown. ¹
Starring Laura L. Martin, Nguyen Stanton, and Frank J. Kim.
True story by Serenity Alyanna Edward.
Directed by Antonio Twizzle Edward.
Presented in DCP 4K and 5.1 Surround Sound.
http://www.stopfilm.net/

In Utero – A rogue planet is about to destroy Earth and in the last few minutes, one of the three sisters wants to die alone. The other two sisters wants everyone to be together with family. ¹
Starring Ammie Leonards, Sharon Bailey, and Danyelle Cavaness-Weatherford.
Written by Serenity Alyanna Edward.
Directed by Katie Mae Peters.
Presented in DCP 4K and 5.1 Surround Sound.
http://www.inutero.net/

All films are presented in 4K or 2K via DCP, DCI-Compliant, projected on DLP Projectors. Presented in 5.1 Surround Sound.
¹Included on DVD.
²Is not a Shiz, Inc. or Evolve.Forward.Media production.

Westside N ‘Ja [Antonio Edward’s first feature 1993] ¹
http://www.westsidenja.com/

All of the header videos and pre-trailers of FORWARD ¹
Gag reels for all E.F.M. and Shiz, Inc. movies.

For headshots and pictorials, contact Kim Anderson at kla@grandecom.net
https://www.facebook.com/aquaflowerproductions/
https://www.instagram.com/aquaflower/